《I'm The supreme Fairy King》
Chapter 131: A Legendary Entrance
"Behold the next teams coming up the field… Behold the team that caused a big stir in
the same place where this competition has been held for ages… behold the Faires-s-s-s-se team."
The commentator went wild as he shouted while jumping beside Jim, who was simply
amazed and captivated with this spectacular atmosphere.
"They are going to face the lions, the tigers, the more experienced and far better in
shape Geritem- es- s- s- s- se team."
The commentator turned to their opponents who were jumping in unison while making
some poses in the air that made the entire audience go wild.
"They are gaining the masses support," Rick said the moment he landed on the side of
the flying field. "We need to do something."
"Don't worry," Rana said in a mysterious way, "we aren't without a weapon of our own
to crush this."
Just as the team started to gather one after another, the Geritemesse players started to
form up together. They took a stance while leaning to one side and fixing their arms in
a certain position.
"Oh- o- o- oh O- o- o- o- oh," they suddenly shouted as if they were singing while they
started to move.
"They are… dancing?!!" Deno was speechless while Kro and Roo were standing there
with frustrated looks over their faces.
"Damn it! We have better moves than them," Kro cursed out loud.

"We simply didn't have enough time to teach you guys these moves," Roo said in
obvious regret while everyone watched the entire stadium reacting to these dancing
moves and unified shouts which strangely were transmitted along the entire stadium.
"Don't falter my boys… our intro will be much more amazing than this," Rana

suddenly shouted before a sudden group of four silhouettes appeared all of sudden
from one corner of the flying stadium.
"The… girls!" Lan was speechless there while watching with others the four girls who
looked absolutely different.
They were wearing shining gold outfits where the drawings of fairies scattered all over.
The girls moved in wide and unified moves while their faces showed their
determination and focus.
They stopped just ten meters in front of their team, a few meters away from the field
before they raised one arm in the air and posed there without doing a thing.
And they waited… waited for the other team to finish their pathetic attempt to impress
the audience.
"One… two... three…" The leading girl, Tina, suddenly shouted while snapping her
fingers with each word she said.
With the third word, the four girls suddenly moved their waists and leaned over each
other until they all got unified to form a symbol… a letter that was shaped as F.
"We are the Fairosse!" The four shouted in unison before suddenly they broke off and
jumped, each to one side before they started hitting the ground with their specially
designed boots.
"Dum dum dum… dum dum… dum dum dum… dum dum…"
The sounds of their boots started to cause a melody that resembled the drums of war.
The entire stadium held their breaths while the only sound that reverbated there was
the sound of the girls.
"We are the mightiest."
"We are the strongest."
"We are the victories."
"We are the Fairesse."
The girls started to shout while moving their bodies under the temp of their drums and
their legs never stopped kicking. Then they started taking the dance to another level.
"Clap… clap clap… clap clap clap… clap…" they started clapping while jumping with

their legs while leaning, bowing, jumping, and the dance started to take shape.
They were performing a dance they trained for a single day upon. "O- o- o- o- o Ohoh- oh- oh- oh," they shouted while all of sudden their outfits started to be set ablaze
as if they all turned into living torches.
"We are the mightiest."
"O- o- o- o- o Oh- oh- oh- oh- oh."
"We are the strongest."
"O- o- o- o- o Oh- oh- oh- oh- oh."
"We are the victories."
"O- o- o- o- o Oh- oh- oh- oh- oh."
"We are the Fairoesse."
"O- o- o- o- o Oh- oh- oh- oh- oh."
They unified again to form the previous symbol and this time their feets and hands
never ceased kicking and clapping together until the final beat ended with a loud
soberano act from Saga all alone that shone brightly after the abrupt stop of the drums
and claps:
"O- o- o- o- o Oh- oh- oh- oh- oh… We are the Faires – s –s –s –s se."
"Flash."
"Flash."
"Flash."
A moment of silence prevailed, the entire stadium tainted only by the sounds of
reporters taking shots of the girls. Then all of sudden it was like a bomb exploded in
the entire place.
The audience went crazy, and despite Jim couldn't make a single word clearly he could
still hear a vague shout of the last act of the girls.
And Rana stood there in front with them beside her friend, Mera, with a proud look
over their faces.

"And the Fairosse just blew the stadium off!" the commentator shouted in excitement,
"Damn girls, I already fell in love with you!"
The audience went into a wave of crazier cheer and applause after his words while the
girls never broke up their symbol.
"C'mon boys," Rana suddenly said, "the girls gave you a legendary entrance, and you
shouldn't disappoint them."
Jim was jolted awake as he glanced over her then to her friend, Mera, before nodding
to her in appreciation.
"The Fairesse… assemble!" he shouted and moved while feeling like his entire body
was already on fire.
As he passed the girls he felt a soft touch coming from the girls over his shoulder
while not knowing who did it. This didn't only happen to him but to all the rest of the
main team who moved one after another, following Jim's steps.
"O- o- o- o- o Oh- oh- oh- oh- oh… We are the Faires – s –s –s –s se."
"Flash."
"Flash."
"Flash."

